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NGAMPRAH, Iyubandung .COM — Requested by a potential civil servant by the satisfaction which has been felt cancelled by west Bandong institutions and human resources development agency, was activated by a confirmation error by the Cup National Selection Committee in 2018. It was revealed when Bupsdam KBB invited it to build a PBC office
complex, Ngamprah, Monday (12/08/2019). Due to a cup of panselnas disorder, noise happened between Arsal and Bupsdam KBB. According to the head of Bupsdam KBB Asep Elias, the announcement of the agency in the cup selection phase in 2018, verification of the registration/files of participants, selection of basic expertise, choice of field expertise,
nick, SK Cup, final SK pns as the recommended determination. It should be underlined that the phase we entered and canceled was done by the panselnas when we verified the file after the suggested Nick's commitment. Arsal's error, he explained, configured the desired position to input the registration data of D-3 but manually fill in S-1. Meanwhile, arsal
approved the verification of files by the National Committee and then followed the SKD. He said it was only at the file verification stage in Bupsdam KBB that it was found that the person was not in accordance with the requirements. In the same place, where the procurement and the up-to-the-counter employees, Bupsdam KBB Faisal Farida, added, when the
selection of administrative data received by the national panelnas is not maintained with the level of education. He explained that we only got the name, grade and test number data, when confirmed that he was graduated from S1 so we had invited d3 diplomas to complete. On this basis, it is a state staff agency. As a result, Arsal's graduation was cancelled
and filled with other applicants. It was done because the stay was not in his favour, but his configuration for D3. Then we asked for clarification that it was true that the participant did not fit the eligibility of the list, he said. On the other hand, in the Arsal selection he apply to kbb fishing and livestock service to fill in the publication of the skilled vetrenous
paramed, but after passing, he was suddenly asked to resign on the ground that his diploma was not in accordance with the requirements. The West Bandong government asked me to resign, after which the diploma issue was qualified by making a statement. The diploma needs to be D-3 while my diploma is S-1, he said. Accordingly, if there is any problem
with the diploma, then it should be when the administrative selection has not been approved, but the evidence in the selection they can transfer to the final stage, even when they wait only from the employee master number (cut). When the administrative selection is also a problem, I successfully uploaded the S-1 diploma, so it can move to the last stage. But
since reaching the last stage, he was asked to resign, he said. Something that is more than that. Instead of being filled with participants who he had not already qualified, so he continues to fight to get his rights as cup in West Bandong. But still can't, I've also reported Mr. Wabup and he called Bupsdam. This is no solution so far because it's just that it's not
worth it because, said the man who graduated from unpad majoring in animal breeding. HomeInfo-Civil Servants Forumand Registration Requirements Cup Kaab. Based on administrative reforms and bureaucratic reforms No. 290 in Bandong Barat 2018, the government environment is based on the needs of civil servants in West Bandong 2018, government
approves possible civil servants (cups) by West Bandong district For i will take the selection of potential civil servants 2018 based on quota set by the Administrative 2018 Ministry of Reforms, based on the order of the Caman-Pan Rab, only 328 for the evaluation of the Cup 2018 in West Bandong district. The following information is in the Cup 2018 West
Bandong District: 1. Stay Cup Kaab. 328 blank from Bandong Barat Divided into the following configuration: a. 76 Category 2 For Honoris:----70-------69------------------------------ 2. Requirements for category 2 needs a maximum age of Honoris as of August 35, 2018. 3. Registration registration started to open online on the state personnel agency website
September 19, 2018. In addition, a series of tests will be conducted, such as writing tests, interviews, etc. Hepallmes/Contact; -E-mail: cpnskbb2018@gmail.com (Included in subject type complaint)-Call Center: 0821 2053 1725 (SMS/WA messages not received); -08.00 wib to 12.00 WIB and 15.00 WIB to get complaints and calls during working hours from
WIB 15.00; - Do not get complaints and calls during the remaining hours and holidays. For more information on Cup selection in West Bandong 2018, see here. Cup West Bandong 2018 Cup information that I'll tell you right now. Especially for those of you who are currently looking for information about the announcement of The Cup Acceptance Western
Bandong Newage in 2018. Get information about this official registration schedule, configuration, requirements until the selection phase cup in West Bandong 2018. For those of you who live in West Bandong and plan to register as a candidate for civil employees (cup) fy 2018, then check this information until it is complete. On this page we will update all
information on the recruitment of Cup West Bandong in 2018. West Bandong Newbet will also be open to cup acceptance in 2018. This is because there is already a lack of civil servants in West Bandong because of the large number of civil employees who are not in the country. Retirement every year. For those of you who plan to register in cup acceptance
2018 in West Bandong, let's look at some important information below. The Cup Stay in West Bandong 2018There is also the number of cups included in West Bandong Newbet 2018 We will present on this page on this page how many formations follow official information about the Cup Kaaab. But for now, the number of Bandong farmies has not been
achieved to the extent of the Western Cup, as there is no official information about it. So we only wait until official information is released by the Finance Ministry-Lord. According to the registration schedule of the Cup West Bandong 2018 Registration Cup West Bandong Newbet will be opened at the end of July 2018. But it's still going on, meaning that
changes can still be made. And if it is opened later, it will usually be opened together with the opening of national cup registration. Even if west Bandong recruited Westbandung Baratkan in 2018. How to register about the Procedure for Cup West Bandong 2018About Registration Cup West Bandong 2018 will be online as of 2017. The complete online
registration procedure will be notified after it is officially announced. In 2018, cup online registration is only through a portal, i.e. by the state staff agency sscn.bkn.go.id government portal of the government. So please keep an eye on the website to get updates of information related to the approval of Cup West Bandong. Requirements: Cup West Bandong
2018If we approach the experience of 2017 ago, online registration requirements to Cup West Bandong, among others as follows: Nick KTP; Cook Number; Active E-mail Address; SSCN Portal Password; Answer the security question. But for details, what are the conditions for registering in Cup West Bandong in 2018, we see directly after an official
announcement was published on the official portal of the Cup 2018 registration. In addition to cup West Bandong Selection Stage 2018There is also the stage for selection of Cup 2018 West Bandong Newbit 2017, divided into 3 (three) stages, i.e. administrative selection (file verification); Basic Eligibility Test (TKB); Field Eligibility Test (TKB). The participants
who approved the selection of the Cup Administration in West Bandong, then got the opportunity to participate in the primary eligibility test phase. And if the basic eligibility test is also approved, it can take part in field eligibility tests. On the contrary, if there is no choice on one of these steps, then the participants cannot participate in the top-level election
phase. The Cup West Bandong Administrative Selection 2018There is also about the results of the administrative selection announced after the implementation of the cup West Bandong 2018 online registration and incoming applicant verification. what if This verification has expired, and the results of this file's verification will be announced and the list of
names that will be known in the Administrative Selection Cup West Bandong 2018. Participants who have been declared the 'Cup West 2018 Bandong' stage of the administrative selection will be entitled to participate in the Basic Eligibility Test (TAQ). Scheduled Tiqd Cup West Bandong 2018About when the basic eligibility test schedule cup west bandong
2018 will generally be notified at the time of release of the results of the management selection. Once it is known that the primary qualification stake is entitled to participate in the Test Cup West 2018 Bandong, it will also be included in the list of schedule and location of the Basic Qualification Test (Taqd). The Tiqd Cup West Bandong 2018 results will be
announced even after the process of the ticks is completed according to the results of the Basic Qualification Test Cup West 2018 Bandong. For participants who have not fulfilled the price (passing grade), the price will be immediately checked when they take the Cat Cup exam in Bandong 2018 through a computer. Participants who meet the price to the
extent, are likely to participate in the top-class selection (field eligibility tests) in cup West Bandong 2018. However, for participants who do not meet this initial limit, it is very likely that they will be able to participate in the high-level election phase. TKB Cup West Bandong 2018There is also scheduled to be announced along with the release of the results of
the competition Test Field Cup West Bandong 2018 test results (tick). In addition to the release of the list of names of participants who are announcing the grant of the Basic Eligibility Test Cup West 2018 Bandong, the schedule and field eligibility test will also be issued in place of implementation (TKB). Participants who are eligible to appear in the Cup Field
West 2018 Bandong eligibility test are participants who have approved the cup west bandong's primary eligibility phase. The final selection results of the Cup West Bandong 2018 will be announced after the series of cup selection process completed West Bandong Newness. Participants who are announcing to move to the final phase of the election cup
West Bandong 2018, which will be appointed as a candidate for civil employees in fy 2018. Examples of Cup West Bandong 2018 Cup selection Every agency in 2018 needs to approve the Westazad Cup, both central and local agencies using computer support test (cat) systems with no concessions with the West Bandong government. If West Bandong
recruited baatkan in West Bandong 2018, then sure to use the cat system too. For those of you who don't know how cat systems, you can get an example of Cat Cup 2018, it's an example of ticks, TKB cat in preparation for cat exam West Bandong Newbet 2018 later. And to get an example of cup 2018, register ye here. List. Attention: Until this news
appears, we have not got official information about the approval of the Cup West Bandong. This information is intended to inform readers about the development of Western Bandong in 2018. If subsequent cup west bandong approval 2018 has been officially opened, all information about the recruitment process will be updated on this page. The examples of
Cup 2018 which we recommend above are just to learn. We do not guarantee graduation after studying these questions. Thus the Cup West 2018 is the details of Bandong's information that we can, hopefully at least when you can answer questions when the official registration schedule 2018 West Bandong Newbet. If you also want to see Cup 2018
information in other agencies, please access through the Menu/Category Cup. Share via the button below, thank you. Also Read:
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